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When Bigger is Better. Plant large 100L trees
for instant effect!
Think big with this selection of trees, all of which are usually hard to find at this size. Each has a
function that will suit a variety of needs and design styles. Best of all, they come to you large - and
therefore ready to immediately do what you want them to do.

Agonis flexuosa 'Lemon & Lime'
PEPPERMINT WILLOW
This is a small elegant looking tree that offers striking
lemon yellow weeping foliage changing to lime-green as it
ages. It makes a lovely screen, street or feature tree great for colour contrast in a landscape. Is tolerant of
coastal conditions.

Lophostemon confertus
QUEENSLAND BRUSH BOX
A rainforest tree native to the North-Eastern parts of
Australia, this is a fast growing tree which is rarely affected
by pests and diseases. Dome-like in shape, it develops a
very dense foliage cover of dark green, leathery leaves
providing good shade for the summer months. This variety
rarely sheds limbs and has salmon coloured bark which
flakes off over summer revealing orange-brown tones on
the trunk. Summer also brings clusters of small white
flowers whose stamens give them a decorative fluffy
appearance.

Corymbia citriodora
LEMON SCENTED GUM
A beautiful, tall growing tree with a distinctive, often
powdery white to grey coloured bark which curls and flakes
off in spring. Its leaves are green, long and slender with an
amazing, strong lemon fragrance when crushed. Its strong
scent is a distinguishing attribute, with the essential oils
produced from this variety often being used in fragrances
as well as insect repellents. In summer and autumn,
feathery white flowers appear, making it a good source of
food for honey bees.

Olea europaea 'Tolley's Upright'
TOLLEY'S UPRIGHT OLIVE
This is a low fruiting variety of olive tree that has an upright
growth. Responds well to pruning and can be grown with a
single leader or easily pruned into a hedge for screening.
Foliage is silvery.

Tristaniopsis laurina 'DOW10'
Luscious® PBR'
KANOOKA GUM
An Australian native, this is an updated version of the
straight Tristaniopsis laurina. Leaves are dark green, shiny
and large - and as the name suggests, luscious in
appearance! New growth starts out a distinctive copper
colour and further interest appears over time with the
branches developing deep purple coloured bark which
peels back to reveal a smooth, cream trunk. Flowers are
yellow and sweetly perfumed, appearing in clusters
through summer.

Disclaimer: The material contained on the Speciality Trees website is for general information only. Although much care has been
taken to provide the information on its website, Speciality Trees does not warrant the accuracy, completeness or currency of this
information and its suitability to your needs. All material listed on the Speciality Trees website, its associated links and product
sheets are varieties either ready for sale or in production. This is an information source and not confirmation of availability. It is
strongly recommended that users enquire about product availability independently of this source.

